Effect of conceptual and lexical errorless versus trial-and-error learning in amnestic mild cognitive impairment.
Errorless learning (EL), involving presenting the target information during encoding, is generally considered effective for teaching information to memory-impaired populations. However, evidence suggests that trial-and-error learning (TEL) can benefit healthy older adults' memory when guesses are conceptually related to the target. To determine whether TEL can benefit persons with mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), 24 participants with aMCI were given cues associated with nine target words. Half the sample received Conceptual cues (e.g., "beverage") and the other half received Lexical cues (e.g., SC_______). All underwent an EL study phase, in which the target was presented immediately after the cue, and a TEL phase, in which they made guesses from the cue before the target was presented. Cued recall was tested immediately and 24 h later. At immediate but not 24-h delayed recall, EL targets were better remembered than TEL targets in both conditions. Verbal memory performance appeared to explain why certain individuals benefited more from EL relative to TEL, while semantic memory performance appeared to explain why some people benefited more from conceptual than lexical errors. Thus, EL-based memory intervention for aMCI is likely to be more effective than TEL, particularly to the extent that semantic or episodic memory is affected.